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Abstract
Time-resolved measurements are made of several plume parameters in a 1 kW hydrogen arcjet that
receives its current from a high frequency switching power supply. Measurements were taken of the
following plume parameters: electron temperature, electron density, and axial velocity. Axial velocity
is highest at the nozzle exit, decreasing with axial distance from the nozzle. This dependence varies
significantly with background pressure over the range 40 mTorr-15 Tort. Axial velocity fluctuations,
of magnitude 0.5 km/s, are present in the plume and increase in the axial direction away from the
nozzle exit. Electron temperature is found to oscillate with the arcjet current ripple and plume
emission; electron densities are observed to vary 1800 out of phase with the other parameters.

Introduction
Arcjets are expected to play a strong role in future
satellite space propulsion needs, particularly in the
areas of on-orbit stationkeeping and orbit maneuvering,

Although much research, both experimental and
numerical, has been conducted on arcjet plume
characterization over the last 30 years, almost all
previous studies assume that the arcjet operates in a
steady-state mode. However, when current is provided

While the technology is considered viable enough to be

by a high frequency switching power supply, it is found

deployed on a Telstar IV communications satellite,'
arcjets are far from a mature technology. In order to
compete successfully with chemical propulsion systems
for orbit transfer missions, further improvements in
arcjet propulsion systems are still required. 2 However,
if these needed improvements in the performance level

that the current delivered to the arcjet modulates at the
PPU switching frequency. How this current modulation
affects overall arcjet thruster performance is presently
unclear. It is thought to potentially play a role in
electrode erosion effects, while reference 3 clearly
demonstrated that excited state frozen flow losses are

and efficiency of arcjets are to be achieved, an increased
understanding of the fundamental physical processes
that govern the operation of an arcjet is essential,

affected by current modulation. It must still be resolved
how fluctuations affect the more dominant frozen flow
issues of dissociation, ionization and in the case of
molecules, vibrational and rotational energy levels.

In order to increase the overall efficiency of an arcjet it
is important to understand the major energy losses, of
which the category of frozen flow losses is believed to
be the dominant factor. Frozen flow losses of atomic
species include: electronic excited states, unrecovered
dissociation, and ionization, while molecular species
also have rotational and vibrational energy states that
are not fully converted to kinetic energy. Information
pertaining to the frozen flow energy distribution of an
arcjet would be beneficial for both designing
next-generation thrusters and for comparison purposes
with numerical models.
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One of the goals of this work is to provide more insight
into the time-dependent arcjet behavior. To address
this, we present time-resolved measurements of the
plume electron temperature, electron density and
velocity. This type of information can indicate sources
of error that arcjet researchers should be aware of. For
example, measurement of the plume velocity
fluctuations provides a velocity correction for the
interpretation of steady-state Doppler broadened
temperature measurements. These results also provide
critical data for comparisons with numerical work.
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In order to obtain velocity fluctuation data in an arcjet
plume it was necessary to develop a new velocity
diagnostic. This diagnostic, called current modulation
velocimetry (CMV), is time-resolved and is based upon
manipulation of the current to the arcjet. CMV is the
only technique presently being employed that provides
instantaneous velocity measurements of the arcjet
plasma. The principal velocity diagnostic presently
being used for arcjets is continuous wave (CW) laser
induced fluorescence (LIF)V which provides accurate
mean velocity measurements but with very limited
temporal resolution. Although the CMV technique
employs spatial averaging over a distance of several
mm, temporal resolution is a few microseconds,
enabling plume velocity fluctuations (if present) to be
measured.
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Data are taken over a range of typical facility conditions
for arcjet research. How background pressure affects
the arcjet plume is likewise discussed. In an effort to
understand what background pressure is needed to
simulate the conditions of space for arcjet research, a
range of pressures (from 1.5 Torr down to 40 mTorr) is
investigated,

Figure 1: Experimental Setup
previous work. (Note that in the previous work only
one detector system was used). All optical and triple
probe signals were recorded on a DSA 601 digital
signal analyzer.
Velocity Measurements

Experimental Description
All experiments were conducted in the Optical
Diagnostics Chamber (see Figure 1) of the Air Force
Phillips Laboratory Electric Propulsion Lab. The arcjet
used here is a 1-kW-class radiatively-cooled engine,
constructed and furnished by NASA Lewis Research
Center. Standard operating conditions were 110 V and
8.0 A, with 10 SLM of hydrogen propellant. Power was
provided by a NASA Lewis 1-kW power processing
unit (PPU). This PPU is a switching unit, operating at
16 kHz switching frequency. At the normal operating
conditions, current ripple is about 20% peak-to-peak
which depends somewhat on the line voltage.

In our previous work' a velocity diagnostic called
emission ripple velocimetry (ERV) was presented. In
ERV, local optical emission oscillations are observed in
the plume which are a result of current modulations
from a high frequency switching power supply.
Measurement of the delay of the emission signal with
respect to the current waveform, as a function of axial
position, allowed the axial flow velocity (averaged over
the distance between two successive observation
stations) to be calculated.

The vacuum system consists of an aluminum chamber,
3 m in length and 2 m in diameter, with a large number
of windowed ports for optical access. Two 9500-cfm
Roots blowers evacuate the chamber, each is backed by
a 1600-cfm blower and a mechanical pump.

1. An ERV measurement can only be obtained
in the presence of significant high-frequency
current ripple. It is thus inappropriate for use
with, e.g., traditional ballasted welding power
supplies.
2.
The emission signals at different axial
stations were obtained at different times (only
one detector was used). Velocities so obtained
must be time-averaged in order to be
meaningful.

ERV, as implemented in reference 3, had two
disadvantages which limited its usefulness:

two
For the optical emission measurements,
were
(PMT)
tubes
photomultiplier
Hamamatsu R943-02
used. A 10 nm Melles Griot interference filter
(,=656.3 nm) and appropriate neutral density filters
were placed in front of each PMT to insure that only the
Ha emission was observed. The optics train of each
detection system is identical to that described in our

W p
,
We present here a modification to the ERV technique,
which we call current modulation velocimetry or CMV,
which avoids these difficulties. In CMV, ambient
-2-
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current ripple is not used. Instead, a current spike is
superimposed on the arcjet current. The consequent
spike in emission is observed simultaneously at two
axial locations (using two detectors) separated by
several millimeters. The current spike and the emission

spikes are all of duration a few microseconds. The time

\
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delay between the emission spikes at the two locations
can be resolved to about one nanosecond, leading to a
velocity measurement whose accuracy is in the range
30-60 m/s for plume velocities of order 5-10 km/s; this
accuracy is comparable to those of recent CW-LIF
results.4 '

I MD

Note that the velocity measurements obtained with
CMV, while still position-averaged over the detector
separation (here, 3.29±0.05 mm), are instantaneous.
We know of no other plume velocimetry technique
which has this property.
LIF measurements, for
example, determine the absorption lineshape by
scanning in laser wavelength, which takes a minimum
of several seconds to determine a velocity. In principle,
a Doppler-shifted emission lineshape could be recorded
instantaneously by a spectrograph and a gated imagingdetector, but we know of no plume measurements in
which Doppler shifts have been so measured. (In the
recent Stuttgart work of Zube and Auweter-Kurtz,',
instantaneous lineshapes were recorded in order to
measure arc properties [gas excitation temperature and
electron density].)
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Figure 2: Current Modulation Circuit
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Figure 3: Current Pulse and Resulting Emission
Figure 3: Current Pulse and Resulting Emission
Spike

The current spike needed for CMV is generated by the
simple RC shunt circuit of Figure 2, which is installed
arcjet voltage appears across the shunt, charging the
capacitor over several 1-microsec time constants. The
shunt current is thus a several-ampere pulse lasting a
few microseconds. The shunt current is subtracted from
the arcjet current, which therefore shows a spiked
current dropout (the total current from the PPU is
constant during this time, as it is held up by an output
inductor of several mH).
The positive ring of the current pulse generates a sharp
emission spike. See Figure 3, which shows the current
pulse and the consequent emission spike. The emission
spike is delayed with respect to the current spike; this
delay is equal to the integral of I/v over the distance
from the arc-heating region to the detection station,
where v is the plume velocity as a function of axial
position. A portion of the flow inside the arcjet is thus
"tagged" by the current pulse.
Figure 4(a) shows two typical traces of emission spikes,
taken simultaneously at the two detection stations. The
-3-
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Figure4 (a):Two simultaneous emission traces.
(b): Two traces,one shifted to determine time
second one (taken further out in the plume) is both
smaller and time-delayed from the first. Figure 4(b)
shows the two traces again, but the second trace has
been translated and scaled to optimize the fit between
the traces. (The optimization minimizes the integral of
the square of the difference between the two curves.)
The magnitude of the horizontal translation is the
measured time delay between the original two traces,
which allows the velocity to be calculated.
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The best-fit transformation is
determined using the standard
Levenberg-Marquardt method.7
The covariance matrix so obtained
gives a measure of the confidence
interval of the best-fit parameters,
assuming the measurement of the
optical signal to be subject to
uniform,
normally-distributed
scatter. In this paper, the error
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Figure 5: Triple Langmuir Probe Schematics

The optical emission from the arcjet plume is believed
to come from electron recombination which repopulates
n w h reppultes
to come
from elctron recombin
the uppermost levels with the electrons subsequently
o
t the
H
e
cascading downward to populate the H excited states
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here.
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is
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current modulation affects the arcjet plume signal, the
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Langmuir probe measurements
of electron density and
mr re
temperature
A triple Langmuir probe 9 was used to measure the
electron temperature and electron density during the
PPU switching cycle. The technique used to interpret
the triple probe results and the explanation of triple
probe theory is principally taken from Tilley et al." The
triple probe technique was chosen due to its simplicity
of data reduction and its ability to instantaneously
follow fluctuations of the plasma properties in the arcjet
plume. A triple probe consists of three Langmuir probes
that are electrically set up so that no voltage potential
sweeps of the probes are required. Since curve fitting is
not needed, data analysis is also much easier than for
single or double probe techniques. The probes are
placed as close together as possible without causing
probe-to-probe sheath interaction. The larger control
volume of the triple probe technique (- 2mm x 2mm x
3.5mm) was not a concern for these measurements
since an overall regional effect is being investigated.
This is believed to be the first use of a triple probe on an
arcjet; in reference 8, MPD thruster plumes were
investigated.

The triple probe schematic, which can be seen in Figure
The triple probe schematic, which can be seen in Figure
5, consists of electronics and three wire electrodes that
provide T. and n, by measuring the voltage potential of
probe 2 (V,.,,) and the current between probes 1 and 3.
The circuit is floating and all electrodes become
negatively biased with respect to the plasma potential
due to the higher electron mobility. All potentials are
actually measured with respect to the local plasma
of the arcjet plume; however, the plasma
potential value is not needed since it drops out in the
equations. The thin sheath limit technique of Chen
and Sekiguchi' is employed in this paper; based on
error estimates, it was not considered necessary to
e t calculation o
emo
tate
employ the more accurate exact calculation of
, ,
, .
_
.
.
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Electrode 1:
Electrode 2:
Electrode 3:

I / A, = Jexp(-X,) -Ji(X1 )
0 = J.exp(- 2 ) -Ji(X 2 )
1/ A 3 = J.exp(-Y3 ) -Ji(X )

(1)
(2)
(3)

In these expressions, J,= n,e(kTJ2xm)'n is the
electron current at the sheath edge due to random
thermal motion, X=e I-Vp hcT. is the non-dimensional
potential of the electrode with respect to the plasma
potential, J,(X) is the ion flux to the surface of the
electrode, and A is the area of the electrode exposed to
the plasma. An assumption of the thin sheath limit is
that J,is independent of X which enables T, to be
written implicitly as a function of V, and V, . The
resulting implicit expression for T,is:
-4-
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1
2

(4)

1-exp(-Zd2)

1-exp(-Xd3)

where Xa2=X2-X and X= y - X,. To obtain the
electron number density, the Bohm sheath criteria is
employed by Chen and Sekiguchi 9 to model the ion
current as: Ji=exp(-0.5)en,(kT/Mi)'. Number density is
then obtained from equations (1) and (2) above as:
exp(0.5)-L
e

=

(5)

ke
e

1/
ie(
2(P(

))

level of ± 4 mV as compared to a triple probe voltage
measurement (T) on the order of 300 mV and a current

shunt measurement (n.) on the order of 3.8 V.
Results
Electron Density and Temperature
Shown in Figure 6 is a comparison of how four arcjet
operating parameters behave as a function of time:
electron temperature, electron density, arcjet current
modulation and the observed plume emission ripple of
the Ha line. The modulation in the current delivered to
the arcjet causes time-dependent variations in other
operating parameters. The PPU current amplitude
varies about 20% (p-p) around the mean value of 8.2
amps and modulates with the PPU switching frequency
of 16.6 kHz. The electron temperature is observed to
vary over a 20% range about the mean while electron
densities fluctuate about 7% throughout the typical
modulation cycle. Note that the current modulation,
electron temperature and plume optical signals are all at
the same frequency and almost inphase. A time delay
between current ripple and both the observed electron
temperature and plume emission fluctuations, which
2.5 cm downstream
an axial
weretheobserved
of
nozzle atexit,
is tolocation
be expected.
There
is
T h er e i s
o f th e no z zl e e xit, is to b e expected.
approximately a 5.2 JLsec delay as the gas is convected
downstream from the principal arcjet heating zone just
in front of the cathode tip. The electron number
density, although also strongly correlated with current,
is 1800 out of phase with the electron temperature.
However, the observed plume emission is in phase with
These
the electron temperature fluctuations.

The major sources of triple probe error that were
pointed out in Tilley s for the conditions of MPD
thrusters were reevaluated for arcjet plasma conditions,
The principal assumption employed in the thin-sheath
theory is that the ion saturation current is independent
of X. There are several concerns that need to be
addressed. One concern is the ion drift velocity
perpendicular to the probe axis. However, since probe
measurements were only taken on the cenerline of the
flow axis for these experiments, the component of flow
perpendicular to the probe is considered negligible.
The ratio of several length scales are considered
pertinent: the ratio
of probe
the radius to electron Debye
pertinent
length is calculated as 22.5, the ratio of ion-ion mean
free path to probe radius equals approximately 60 and
the ratio of probe spacing to electron Debye length is
270. All these ratios are considered acceptable. The
probe end effect parameter was calculated to be on the
order of 50 which is also negligible. A further source of
probe error is contamination of the electrodes. A glow
discharge is typically used for cleaning purposes. For
these experiments, the electrodes were placed very close
to the arcjet nozzle exit for
8,000
12
several seconds. This caused
the 0.010" tungsten electrodes
to glow white hot due to
10
7 000,ooo
particle-probe collisions and
thus clean the wire surfaces.
8
Curren
The exposed electrode lengths
e
t 6
were 0.934 cm and the
5,000
spacing between probes was u 4
1.5 mm.

As a critical check of the
background noise levels for
the triple probe experiment,
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Figure6: Time Resolved Measurements of Plume Parameters
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observations imply that the electron temperature drives
the excited state populations.

where the ten individual velocity measurements whose
mean and deviation were seen in Figure 8, are shown
separately. The error bars in Figure 9 are based on the
accuracy of measurement of the time delay between a
pair of emission traces. Note that this fit error is much
smaller than the velocity spread.

Axial Velocity
Using the current modulation velocimetry technique,
arcjet plume velocity measurements were taken along
the centerline as a function of background pressure. (As
will be discussed below, each data point is an average of
ten measurements.) Velocity measurements for the

12

lowest three pressure levels are very similar between theI
nozzle exit and two cm downstream. At this location,
velocities for the 40 mTorr level remain constant orj
even are observed to rise slightly while velocities for

i

s

L

Ij

I

i

150 and 300 mTorr can be seen to decrease out to 3.5
cm downstream. Velocity measurements for 1.5 Torr
chamber pressure are substantially lower than for the
other background pressures tested. As expected, the
800 mTorr velocity curve falls between the high
pressure level and the three lower pressure levels.
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The trend for all the curves in Figure 7, for axial
velocity to decrease with distance from the nozzle, is
consistent with the measurements of Liebeskind et al.4

Figure8: Axial Velocity Fluctuations. Each error
bar represents the standarddeviation often
separate velocity measurements
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Figure 7: Axial Velocity vs. Chamber Pressure

Figure 9: Examples of Raw Velocity Data and
Confidence of Fit

Figure 8 presents the same data as Figure 7, for the
lowest and highest pressure. Error bars are shown
which represent one standard deviation of ten velocity
measurements taken at separate times. We see that the
plume velocity is not constant, but fluctuates by several
percent or more.

In regard to velocity fluctuations, it is worth pointing
out that a time-averaged Doppler lineshape will include
the effects of fluctuations as well as translational
temperature.
Therefore, translational temperature
obtained assuming a stationary flow is overestimated.
However, this correction is small for the present results,
only around one degree.

In Figure 8, two points are shown with boxes around
them. These boxed points are shown again in Figure 9,
-6-
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Figure 10 shows the variation of the CMV results for
observations at several values of the radial coordinate
(distance from the plume axis). It is important to note
that these data have not been Abel inverted. Therefore,
they do not exactly represent radially resolved axial
velocities.
In order to obtain true radial variation of the
instantaneous axial velocity, it would be necessary to
simultaneously record two traces at each of many radial
locations and Abel invert all radial data. Since we
could only digitize two traces at once, it was impossible
for us to record in this manner. Therefore, we deemed
it inappropriate to Abel invert the data obtained here.

Conclusions
A new velocity diagnostic is presented called Current
Modulation Velocimetry (CMV) which allows
instantaneous velocity measurements to be taken in the
arcjet plume to an accuracy of ±50 m/s. Axial velocity
measurements using CMV indicate that the plume is
not steady, but fluctuates by 5% to 20% of the local
mean value.
Axial velocity measurements show a significant
variation in profile as a function of background
pressure. Considerable differences in velocity are
observed for pressures above 800 mTorr as opposed to
below this pressure level. For the first two centimeters
downstream of the nozzle exit, velocities for a
background pressure of 1.5 Torr are 25% or more lower
than velocity measurements taken below the 800 mTorr
level.

Velocity fluctuations are found to increase with axial
.

distance downstream. Axial velocity was found to
decrease with distance from the nozzle exit in
agreement with earlier CW-LIF results.
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The electron temperature was found to oscillate at the
frequency and almost in phase with the current
ripple from the PPU. The electron temperature ranges
from a low of 4950K to a peak value of 6000K.
The
electron density was found to fluctuate 1800 out of
phase with the electron temperature, with a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 7%.

"

Figure 10: Radially Resolved Axial Velocity
Fluctuations(Approximate; not Abel inverted)

The fact that the electron temperature fluctuates in
phase with the arcjet current ripple and the plume
optical emission, strongly supports a hypothesis from
previous work' that plume radiation is predominantly
due to electron recombination rather than to resonant
scattering of arc emission.
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